ADDENDUM No. 2

Bid No.: 12-13/13
Fire Pump System Replacement Project at Laney College
Administration Building

Acknowledge the receipt of this addendum in the space provided on the BID FORM. Failure to do so may subject bidder to disqualification.

The following corrections have been made to the above referenced Bid:

A. CHANGES TO SPECIFICATIONS

There are no changes to the bid documents.

B. ANSWERS TO RFI’S

1. Will a temporary pump need to be installed while the system is down during pump replacement? The system may be down for at least 1 week or so during the replacement.

   Answer: No. The District may decide to provide a fire watch, but the contractor will not be responsible for this cost.

2. Spec section 1.4 – 1. “Painting”. Which pipes are to be painted? All of the existing pipes? If so, what color?

   Answer: Only new steel piping and fittings shall be painted, as recommended by A4.14.1 of NFPA 20. However, it should be noted that per Section 1.4 – 2. of the Specifications requires all new and existing piping in the Basement to be labeled.

3. Spec section 1.4 – 4. Please clarify the concrete pad modifications. If the new pump is the same as existing pump, what changes are required to the concrete pads? Please clarify.

   Answer: It is the responsibility of the Contractor to determine if any modifications of the concrete skid are necessary to install the new fire pump and driver.
4. Spec section 1.4-5. “Connection for discharge of test meter”. Currently there is no test meter, just hose valves for testing. Are we adding a test meter to system?

   Answer: The existing hose valves will remain for testing the fire pump system. The Contractor is responsible for proving new hoses that connect to the hose valves so the system can be tested.

End of Addendum #1
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